
 
 
 

ADD DREAMY ELEGANCE AND JOY TO YOUR EXTRAORDINARY

DAY.
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ABOUT JO & ALLI

WE'LL BE A PERFECT MATCH IF.....

.…your ideal wedding day consists of fun-loving,

passion, mixed with a bit of luxury. Marrying the

love of your life is a big deal! From your rings to

your reception hall. 

From that quiet first look moment with your

future husband or wife to major laughs with

loved ones. Maybe even throw in a surprise or

two into the mix! There’s two of us so even if

you don’t see it all happen day of, we will!

We're Jo and Alli - 

We’re moms AND we’re best friends! We met over 7 years ago and became friends over our pregnancies.

We’ve been business partners for over 5 years now and we absolutely LOVE it!

Why do we love wedding photography and specialize in this type of photography? We’re huge suckers for

love stories! We love hearing about it and we love witnessing it. Most of all, we love creating something for

you to re-live those once-in-a-lifetime special moments of yours over and over again for years to come!

We can't wait to meet you!

- Jo and Alli
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"Jo and Alli were fantastic and I have been so impressed with all of the pictures we have

received so far! They are professional, knowledgeable, and fun! I love the consistency in their

editing styles and their entire portfolio is super light, airy, and romantic! I am so glad we

chose them for our wedding photographers!"

 

 Samantha + Kyle
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CLASSIC WEDDING COLLECTION

8 hours of coverage

2 photographers

High resolution digital files

600+ edited images

Full print release

INCLUDES:

INVESTMENT: $3375
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PLATINUM WEDDING

COLLECTION

INCLUDES:

9 hours of coverage

2 photographers

High resolution digital files

675+ edited images

Full print release

Personal Gallery App

INVESTMENT: $3795
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"I would not say my husband and I are the biggest

lovers of taking photographs, but somehow Jo & Alli

not only made us feel comfortable but made us look

like naturals!! 

 

The photos captured echoed our personalities and

love for each other, our friends and family members.

Their personalities and love for their work made any

awkward or tense moments easily slip by! 

 

They made planning the wedding and prepping for the

photos across the country during a pandemic so easy

and simple. I would encourage and recommend any

bride getting married near Phoenix, to book with Jo

and Alli! You won’t regret it!"

 

Kaitlin + Cameren
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A LA CARTE ENHANCEMENTS

Extra coverage by the hour | $450

High resolution digital files | $500

Engagement session | $550

Travel | $130 per hour of travel

Wedding albums & prints | Contact for details
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"10/10 will be hiring them AGAIN for any future photography needs! 

 

We had the absolute best experience with Jo and Alli throughout the entirety of our

engagement and wedding day. They were very easy to communicate with, so friendly,

and very professional! Our engagement shoot was so magical (highly recc. desert

botanical garden) and our wedding day photos exceeded our dreams! 

 

We got our photos back SO quickly and they went above and beyond in so many

ways. We love their editing style and that no pose was off limits! Thank you both for

capturing the best day of our life! "

 

Love B+K+Sadie
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: We'd love to move forward! What do we do from here?

Engagements / portraits is 2-3 weeks and weddings are 6-8 weeks.

Q: Is it always the two of you together, or do you shoot separately? 

For couples, we always shoot together. Not only do we feel like we serve our couples better this way, but it also

always helps us improve on our teamwork/sync our workflow more seamlessly. (If we shoot separately, it's usually

for styled shoots or family minis over the holidays)

Q: How much do we put down as the retainer?

25% of your total package

We need to know which package you'd like and if you want any add-ons (prints, album, etc.). We will put the

contract together and send both the contract and the invoice for the retainer over. Both needs to be completed

within 14 days of it being sent over. Once those two are completed, we schedule the engagement session!

Q: How long after the session will we receive our gallery?

Once the gallery is complete, we will send over the link to their gallery. From there, you can download and print

your photos!

Q: How do we obtain the photos?
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Q: Does the prices above include sales tax? If not, how much is it?

No, it does not and it's 7.8%



READY TO RESERVE YOUR DATE?

P: 480.331.5593

E: info@joandalli.com

W: joandalli.com

Don't  forget  to  schedule  your  introduct ion ca l l


